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True or False: Application items should present situations students have previously encountered.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934739

M

Question 1

Question 2

True or False: When giving semester grades, it is appropriate to take attitude into account for students who are on the borderline between grades.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934764

Question 3

A student is asked to Give your opinion of the best way to assess students in the classroom. This is an example of the _________ level of the
cognitive taxonomy.

R
U

a. Evaluation
b. Comprehension
c. Application
d. Analysis[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 2[/color][/b][br][br]Who produced the report titled Intelligence: Knowns and Unknowns.

YFO

a. A task force established by the American Psychological Association
b. Stanford and Binet in their pursuit to create the first intelligence test
c. The branch in the government in search of the most efficient intelligence test
d. The authors of the current book you are reading[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 3[/color][/b][br][br]As a general rule, are intelligence tests good
predictors of academic success?

LO

G

a. Yes
b. No
c. Only when the test is specific to the academic domain[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 4[/color][/b][br][br]Ms. Robinson, a 5th grade teacher at Brook
Elementary School is giving students homework assignments that resemble questions that are on the standardized achievement test. Her classroom
tests are also very similar to the format used on the standardized test. This type of teaching is defined as

B

IO

a. preparation emphasizing test-specific item-formats
b. Preparation emphasizing test content
c. preparation using multiple instructional techniques
d. preparation using practice forms of the test[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 5[/color][/b][br][br]Almost all educators, psychologists, and
psychometricians agree that intelligence includes abilities for problem solving, abstract reasoning, and acquiring knowledge.
a. True
b. False[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 6[/color][/b][br][br]Which of the following tests would best be used as a screening tool to determine the possibility
of a learning disability?
a. Iowa Tests of Educational Development
b. Stanford Achievement Tests Series, Tenth Edition
c. Wechsler Individual Achievement Test, Second Edition
d. Wide Range Achievement Test 3[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 7[/color][/b][br][br]A student is asked to develop a constructed-response test item for
a mathematics objective that asks a student to solve the problem and explain the procedure used. The most likely minimal level of Bloom's taxonomy
this requires is
a. Knowledge
b. Comprehension
c. Application
d. Analysis[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 8[/color][/b][br][br]Fourth-grade students performing at the proficient level (between 196 and 243) should be
able to identify, describe, and comment on the significance of many historical people, places, ideas, events, and documents. They should interpret
information from a variety of sources, including texts, maps, pictures, and timelines. This statement is an example of
a. content standards.
b. performance standards.
c. both content and performance standards
d. neither content nor performance standards.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 9[/color][/b][br][br]The state of New York is designing a test for use in all
public middle schools. The test will be given when a student first enters middle school and then right before the student is about to leave middle school
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Question 4
True or False: Benchmark assessments are also called interim assessments.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934730

Question 5

R
U

True or False: Interim tests are usually designed to provide diagnostic information.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934708

M
S.
C
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a. Specific directions for administration and scoring
b. Specific comparisons to the performance of other students.
c. Specific comparisons to performance in relation to the standard curriculum
d. Specific normative data based on large representative samples.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1758018

M

to attend high school. The purpose of the test is to track students' achievement over time. What would disqualify this as a standardized achievement
test?

Question 6

YFO

True or False: A key determinant of quality in classroom assessment is how the information influences students.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934691

Question 7

True or False: Few states have signed on to use the Common Core State Standards.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934685

G

Question 8

Question 9

LO

True or False: Best practice is to arrange questions by item type.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934721

IO

True or False: Multiple-choice items usually provide more complete information about student understanding than constructed-response items.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934734

B

Question 10

For each statement below, indicate "More" or "Less" to show which word makes the statement correct based on the information provided in the
textbook.
Multiple-choice items are more or less prone to guessing than binary-choice items.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934744

Question 11
True or False: Assessments following instruction can provide information to determine the best instructional adjustments for each student.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934711

Question 12
True or False: Oral questioning is an efficient assessment of all students at the end of a unit.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934693

Question 13
The practice of some state courts providing more protection for some rights than is provided by the Supreme Court's interpretation of the Bill of Rights
in the U.S. Constitution is called ________.
A. due process
B. protectionism
C. implied powers
D. new judicial federalism
E. pluralism[br][br][b][color=red]Question -2-[/color][/b][br][br]Which of the following statements is true about the mobility rate of the population of the
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United States?
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A. It contributes to political inaction because processes for updating voter registration are complicated.
B. The people of United States have a low mobility rate.
C. It increases local political participation since newly arrived residents are enthusiastic about bringing about change.
D. The United States puts a large number of legal barriers in the way of people who want to move from state to state or within a county.
E. The process of voter registration becomes easier when moving from state to state than at the county level.[br][br][b][color=red]Question
-3-[/color][/b][br][br]According to the textbook, which of the following has been the major area of concern for the Fed since the mid-1970s?
a. the balance of trade
b. the Consumer Price Index
c. the unemployment rate
d. inflation
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1741950

R
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Question 14

True or False: Summative assessments can be used by teachers to plan instruction.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934713

YFO

Question 15

True or False: Extended-response items tend to have many different appropriate correct answers, according to the textbook.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934753

Question 16

G

True or False: According to the textbook, it's best not to phrase short-answer items as questions.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934750

LO

Question 17

Evidence-based practice has the ability to:

B

IO

a. Improve the quality of care provided
b. Improve patient outcomes
c. Improve clinician satisfaction
d. Improve patients' perceptions[br][br][b][color=red]Question 2[/color][/b][br][br]The nurse wants to determine the effects of cardiac rehabilitation
program attendance on the level of postmyocardial depression for individuals who have had a myocardial infarction.
The type of study that would best capture this information would be:
a. A randomized controlled trial
b. A qualitative study
c. A case control study
d. A descriptive study[br][br][b][color=red]Question 3[/color][/b][br][br]The Joint Commission (2007) has stated that matching an individual's ongoing
needs with the appropriate level and type of medical, psychological, health, or social care or services within an organization or across multiple
organizations is known as ______
Fill in the blank with correct words.[br][br][b][color=red]Question 4[/color][/b][br][br]To use evidence-based practice appropriately, you need to collect
the most relevant and best evidence and critically appraise the evidence you gather. This process also includes: (Select all that apply.)
a. Asking a clinical question
b. Applying the evidence
c. Evaluating the practice decision
d. Communicating your results[br][br][b][color=red]Question 5[/color][/b][br][br]The nurse has done a literature search and has found 25 possible
articles on the topic that she is studying. To determine which of those 25 best fit her inquiry, the nurse should first look at:
a. The abstracts
b. Literature reviews
c. The Methods sections
d. The narrative sections[br][br][b][color=red]Question 6[/color][/b][br][br]The nurse is getting ready to develop a plan of care for a patient who has a
specific need. The best source for developing this plan of care would probably be:
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a. The Cochrane Library
b. MEDLINE
c. The NGC
d. CINAHL[br][br][b][color=red]Question 7[/color][/b][br][br]The nurse is not sure that the procedure the patient requires is the best possible for the
situation. Perhaps the quickest way for her to review the research on the topic would be to utilize:

a. Search for evidence
b. Include all four elements of the sequence
c. Find as many articles as possible in a literature search
d. Accept standard clinical routines
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1686138

Question 18

YFO

A cultural assessment does not simply include race but also

R
U

a. CINAHL
b. PubMed
c. MEDLINE
d. The Cochrane Library[br][br][b][color=red]Question 8[/color][/b][br][br]A well-developed PICO question helps the nurse:

a. a person's self defined ethnicity.
b. genetic testing.
c. analysis of nearby populations.
d. evaluation of mental hygiene.[br][br][b][color=salmon]Question 2[/color][/b][br][br]Consider all of the following individuals who have risk factors for
bipolar disorder. Which person is most likely to have been included in a prevention program?

LO

G

a. Sarah, who is 6 years old and has a dad with bipolar disorder.
b. Abby, who is 14 years old and has just started to show symptoms of bipolar disorder.
c. Aleese, whose parents do not have good parenting skills.
d. Jalayna, who is always on the go and can hardly keep up with her thoughts.[br][br][b][color=salmon]Question 3[/color][/b][br][br]Psychotherapy for
premature ejaculation seems effective for about of men, but relapse rates are high.

B

IO

a. 30
b. 50
c. 64
d. 72[br][br][b][color=salmon]Question 4[/color][/b][br][br]According to the textbook, which of the following is NOT a feature of family environment?
a. Family dysfunction
b. Family affect
c. Family activity
d. Family control[br][br][b][color=salmon]Question 5[/color][/b][br][br]The Gregory and Clarke evaluation of a depression prevention program involving
unrealistic negative thoughts found
a. a dismal lack of prevention.
b. cognitive restructuring to be quite effective.
c. all subjects improved dramatically.
d. both positive and negative aspects in the results.[br][br][b][color=salmon]Question 6[/color][/b][br][br]About of women who received testosterone
treatment for low sexual desire improve.
a. 25
b. 52
c. 67
d. 83
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1718631

Question 19
True or False: Generally, research shows that teachers use too much praise.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934700
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Question 20
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True or False: According to the textbook, as much as 50% of the emotion conveyed in a message is communicated by nonverbal factors.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934699

Question 21

Which of the following is likely to be most effective for minimizing test anxiety in students?

R
U

a. Reducing the level of difficulty of the test
b. Discussing test content and testing procedures before giving the test
c. Telling students when teaching a topic that the topic will be covered on the test
d. Decreasing the number of quizzes and tests that are given[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 2[/color][/b][br][br]Which variable in the Model for Promoting
Student Motivation is particularly important for working with students having diverse backgrounds, and particularly with members of cultural minorities?
Explain why this variable is so important.
What will be an ideal response?[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 3[/color][/b][br][br]According to research, of the following, the most effective way to
reduce test anxiety is to:

YFO

a. have students practice on sample test items using the format and content that will be covered on the test.
b. have students practice stress-reduction techniques, such as deep breathing before and during the test.
c. limit the number of tests that are given during the course of a grading period to avoid frequently placing students in the anxiety-producing situation.
d. use norm-referenced evaluations, which allows students to compare their performance on the tests.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques.
4[/color][/b][br][br]When creating an assessment, the use of a table of specifications can increase:

LO

G

a. the reliability of the assessment.
b. the validity of the assessment.
c. both the reliability and validity of the assessment.
d. neither the reliability nor validity of the assessment.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 5[/color][/b][br][br]According to research and your textbook, which
of the following would be typical of urban school classrooms?

B
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a. A learning environment where the students are challenged
b. High teacher expectations for student learning
c. High levels of student autonomy
d. Emphasis on control of student behavior[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 6[/color][/b][br][br]When Janice Hunter prepares a test, she writes down the
topics she's covering on the test and determines the number of test items covering each topic. She does this to avoid overemphasizing or
underemphasizing some of the topics. Janice's practice most closely relates to using which of the following?
a. A criterion-referenced evaluation
b. An informal assessment system
c. A table of specifications
d. A reliable set of measurements
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1757483

Question 22
True or False: Teachers should make sure their students have adequate test-taking skills.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934716

Question 23
True or False: Academic self-concept is how students feel about themselves.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934756

Question 24
Refer to Exhibit 5-6. Methods A and B are equally effective in teaching English composition.
a.
directional research
c.
null.
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M

b.
nondirectional research[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 2[/color][/b][br][br]Refer to Exhibit 5-6. There is no relationship between intelligence and ordinal
position of birth among siblings.

M
S.
C
O

a.
directional research
c.
null.
b.
nondirectional research[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 3[/color][/b][br][br]Refer to Exhibit 5-6. Elementary school children who read above grade level
will have more positive attitudes toward school than those who read at or below grade level.

YFO

R
U

a.
directional research
c.
null.
b.
nondirectional research[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 4[/color][/b][br][br]Refer to Exhibit 5-6. There is no difference in the attitudes toward school of
children who read above grade level and those who read below grade level.

G

a.
directional research
c.
null.
b.
nondirectional research[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 5[/color][/b][br][br]Refer to Exhibit 5-6. There is a relationship between students' use of word
processing and the quality of their written compositions.

IO

LO

a.
directional research
c.
null.
b.
nondirectional research[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 6[/color][/b][br][br]Elementary school children who study programming will score higher on a
reasoning test than similar children who do not study programming. This statement is an example of

B

a. a directional research hypothesis.
c. a null hypothesis.
b. a nondirectional research hypothesis.
d. none of these is true.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 7[/color][/b][br][br]Refer to Exhibit 5-5. Children from homes of a high socioeconomic status will
make more positive evaluations of a variety of school-related concepts than will children from homes of low socioeconomic status.
a. inadequate, less than two variables
c. inadequate, not testable
b. inadequate, no statement of relationship
d. adequate hypothesis[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 8[/color][/b][br][br]Refer to Exhibit 5-5. Pupils will differ from one another in reading achievement
and arithmetic achievement.
a. inadequate, less than two variables
c. inadequate, not testable
b. inadequate, no statement of relationship
d. adequate hypothesis
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1753638

Question 25
True or False: When writing multiple-choice items, distractors should be plausible.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934737

Question 26
True or False: Feedback is the heart and soul of formative assessment.
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Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934709
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Question 27
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True or False: When writing multiple-choice items, teachers should use the same language or wording in textbooks or handouts as the correct
response.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934736

Question 28

True or False: Likert scales are best for measuring the behavioral and cognitive components of attitudes.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934757

Question 29

R
U

True or False: Goals are not necessary to determine what should be taught and assessed.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934680

Question 30

YFO

True or False: One type of test item is usually all that is needed to accurately record student proficiency.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934717

Question 31

True or False: There is no single correct procedure or set of rules that standardize professional decision making about grades.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934761

G

Question 32

Question 33

LO

True or False: Learning progressions are not able to provide more detailed understanding than a standard for how learning should progress.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934712

IO

True or False: Reasoning and deep understanding skills are best assessed in essays and performance assessments.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934692

Question 34

B

True or False: Trick items provide more valid measures of knowledge.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934742

Question 35

True or False: According to the textbook, as much as 50% of the emotion conveyed in a message is communicated by nonverbal factors.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934699

Question 36
True or False: At the state level, standards-based tests are developed and approved by classroom teachers.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934727

Question 37
True or False: Today the focus is less on "goals" and much more on 21st-century learning, skills, and dispositions.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934681

Question 38
True or False: Research indicates that few students cheat or know others who cheat.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934722

Question 39
True or False: Learning targets contain both a description of what students should know, understand, and be able to do at the end of instruction and
the criteria for judging the level of performance demonstrated.
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Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934679
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Question 40
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True or False: Arranging items by level of difficulty (e.g., easy items first, then difficult ones) has little effect on the results.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934720

Question 41

True or False: Percentile rank is a characteristic of an individual student-referenced comparison.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934768

Question 42

R
U

True or False: There is very little variation from one norm-referenced achievement test to another norm-referenced achievement test.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934731

Question 43

YFO

True or False: One type of test item is usually all that is needed to accurately record student proficiency.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934717

Question 44

True or False: Reliability is a matter of all or none.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934695

Question 45

LO

Question 46

G

True or False: According to the textbook, for completion items there is typically only one correct answer.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934748

True or False: It has been shown that giving feedback that is very general can have positive effects on student achievement.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934763

IO

Question 47

B

True or False: Knowledge can be evaluated in student essays or performance products.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934741

Question 48

True or False: Research indicates students study differently for essay tests, according to the textbook.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934752

Question 49
True or False: Many state standards-based tests are developed in partnership with large testing companies.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934729

Question 50
True or False: Teachers should wait until the end of a unit to begin constructing the assessment.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934714

Question 51
As Deb works this morning compiling sales and expense results for her work unit, she prepares the documents in a format required by her supervisor.
This type of feedback is referred to as ________.
A) Lateral communication B) Open-door policy
C) Upward communication D) Downward communication[br][br][b][color=purple]Question 2[/color][/b][br][br]A receiver translating a sender's message
is beginning the process of ________.
A) Decoding B) Feedback C) Encoding D) Channeling[br][br][b][color=purple]Question 3[/color][/b][br][br]According to Herzberg, when a worker's
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hygiene needs are met, he ________.
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A) will be satisfied
B) will not be satisfied
C) will be dissatisfied
D) will not be dissatisfied[br][br][b][color=purple]Question 4[/color][/b][br][br]Walt manages a quality control department for his firm. Unfortunately his
department has a high level of turnover, and therefore he finds himself constantly involved in the process of interviewing for new employees.
It could be said he is suffering from which pitfall to effective
decision making?
A) Procrastination B) Putting out the same fire
C) Making unnecessary decisions D) Not considering the costs[br][br][b][color=purple]Question 5[/color][/b][br][br]Martha is a supervisor at Cooper
Corporation. Communication that flows from her office to the employees that work for her is referred to as ________.

R
U

A) Sideway communication B) Upward communication
C) Lateral communication D) Downward communication[br][br][b][color=purple]Question 6[/color][/b][br][br]In the decision-making model outlined in
your textbook, what is the first step in making a decision?

YFO

A) Option Implementation B) Problem Recognition
C) Objective Setting D) Problem Definition[br][br][b][color=purple]Question 7[/color][/b][br][br]Jamison worked hard for his degree. He even had a
mock diploma hanging over his desk as motivation. Graduation day was the proudest day of his life. Jamison was now pushing the employees he
manages to enroll in college and get a degree.

LO

G

If a degree meant so much to me,
he reasoned, it will mean much to them, and it will motivate them. What type of reasoning is
Jamison using?
A) Post Hoc, Ergo Propter Hoc B) Multivalued Reasoning
C) Fallacy of Wishing it Were So D) Fallacy of Division[br][br][b][color=purple]Question 8[/color][/b][br][br]George believes women do not belong in
the workplace. When Maureen applied for a job in his department, he knew just from looking at the name on her resume that she was not qualified for
the job. Which determinant of perception is at play in this example?

IO

A) Hereditary B) Halo Effect
C) Peer Pressure D) Snap Judgment[br][br][b][color=purple]Question 9[/color][/b][br][br]Which of the following is NOT a facet of a hygiene need?

B

A) supervision of work
B) pay for work
C) security at work
D) processes of work
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1694699

Question 52
True or False: The language in an individual standard indicates what the student should be able to do.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934771

Question 53
True or False: Few major subject-matter associations have standards.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934682

Question 54
True or False: In multiple-choice items, each alternative may have some correct aspect, but one answer is clearly better than the others.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934735

Question 55
True or False: According to the textbook, when writing completion items, teachers should lift sentences verbatim from material students have studied
and replace a word or two with blanks.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934747

Question 56
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Question 57
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True or False: According to the textbook, it's best not to phrase short-answer items as questions.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934750

M

True or False: According to the textbook, teachers should not let students choose which essay questions they should answer.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934754

Question 58

True or False: Norm-referenced grading emphasizes an absolute, established level of performance in a carefully defined domain.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934770

Question 59

R
U

True or False: According to the textbook, completion items are generally preferred over short-answer type items for assessing learning targets.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934749

Question 60

YFO

The four teachers below are using a mastery learning approach in their classrooms. With the textbook's discussion of classroom assessment practices
in mind, choose the teacher who has the best policy regarding retakes of assessments.

G

a. Mr. Ingersol allows his students to retake the same assessment as many times as they need to in order to pass a unit.
b. Ms. Saldano knows that students will study more thoroughly if they know they have one chance to be assessed, so she does not allow retakes
under any circumstances.
c. Ms. Huang has all students take the same assessment at least twice so that testing procedures will be fair for everyone.
d. When students don't demonstrate mastery the first time, Mr. Firenze gives them a similar, but not identical, assessment instrument the second
time.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 2[/color][/b][br][br]Which one of the following is something a teacher should consider when deciding whether to use
criterion-referenced scores or norm-referenced scores to reflect what students have learned on a classroom assessment?

IO

LO

a. Criterion-referenced scores are more useful when you need to compare students to one another.
b. Criterion-referenced scores are more useful when you need to compare students' performance to the performance of typical students nationwide.
c. Norm-referenced scores are more useful when you want to assess students' mastery of instructional objectives.
d. Norm-referenced scores may be helpful when you need to assess a complex skill that is difficult to define in terms of
mastery.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 3[/color][/b][br][br]Occasionally students may be tempted to cheat during a formal classroom assessment. With
the textbook's recommendations in mind, choose the best strategy for addressing cheating.

B

a. Watch students like a hawk and immediately remove the test paper of anyone who appears to be looking at someone else's paper.
b. Keep a watchful eye on the class during the assessment, and impose a reasonable consequence when cheating does occur.
c. Punish a cheating student in front of classmates so that others learn the importance of honesty vicariously.
d. Ignore cheating the first or second time it occurs because students are not likely to repeat this type of behavior.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques.
4[/color][/b][br][br]Which one of the following assessments is definitely criterion-referenced?
a. Ivy is taking an achievement test in English. Her score will tell her how her performance compares with that of her classmates.
b. John is taking a math test with questions involving ratios. He will get three separate scores reflecting how much he knows about fractions,
decimals, and proportions.
c. Regina is taking a physical fitness test in which she and her classmates run a quarter mile, and their times are compared at the end of the test.
d. Leon is taking a Spanish test that will determine whether he should be placed in an advanced section of Spanish II designed for students who have
achieved at an especially high level in Spanish I.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 5[/color][/b][br][br]Which one of the following teachers is most likely to
score his or her essay tests validly and reliably?
a. Mr. Achziger identifies the components that a good response should include and awards a specific number of points for each component he finds
in a student's response.
b. Ms. Brodzinski scores each student's test in its entirety before moving to the next student's test.
c. Mr. Cullen scores students' responses to each question on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means inadequate and 5 means excellent.
d. Ms. Duning arranges the tests with her higher-achieving students' responses at the top; their responses will give her an idea of what a good
response is like as she continues to grade other students' papers.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 6[/color][/b][br][br]Three of the following are accurate
statements about cheating in the classroom. Which one is not necessarily accurate?
a. Students are more likely to cheat if they have performance goals rather than mastery goals.
b. Students are more likely to cheat if they think an assessment instrument doesn't reflect classroom objectives.
c. Students are more likely to cheat if they think their teacher is a softie who grades leniently.
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d. Students are more likely to cheat if they think their teacher's expectations for them are unreasonably high.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques.
7[/color][/b][br][br]On the day you give a paper-pencil test, your classroom is unusually cold and a construction crew is working noisily just outside the
building. For which one of the following students are such conditions likely to adversely affect test performance?

M
S.
C
O

a. Andrea, who thinks tests are challenging and fun
b. Brittany, who doesn't really care how she does on the test
c. Corbin, who has done well on similar tests in the past, albeit under better conditions
d. Dennis, who is receiving special educational services for students who are gifted[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 8[/color][/b][br][br]Last year Kanya
immigrated to this country from Thailand. Although she now feels comfortable speaking English in everyday conversations, she still has only a limited
knowledge of English vocabulary,

YFO

a. Probably has low reliability
b. Is obviously not standardized
c. Clearly has low predictive validity
d. Might be culturally biased
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1757019

R
U

and she struggles with some of the English language's complex grammatical constructions. Near the end of the school year Kanya must take the
same standardized set of achievement tests that her classmates take. For Kanya, we might reasonably suspect that the tests will:
a. Have low practicality
b. Have low reliability
c. Be culturally biased
d. Have high predictive validity[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 9[/color][/b][br][br]If one group of students performs better on an assessment instrument
than another group for reasons unrelated to the characteristic being measured, then the instrument:

Question 61

LO

Question 62

G

True or False: Good classroom assessment begins with the right outcomes.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934676

Refer to Exhibit 5-3. Pupils will differ from one another in achievement and in reading skills.

B

IO

a. adequate hypothesis
b. inadequate, not testable
c. inadequate, no statement of relationship
d. inadequate, not consistent with the existing body of knowledge[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 2[/color][/b][br][br]Refer to Exhibit 5-3. Students' failure
to read is the direct consequence of the irresponsibility of teachers.
a. adequate hypothesis
b. inadequate, not testable
c. inadequate, no statement of relationship
d. inadequate, not consistent with the existing body of knowledge[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 3[/color][/b][br][br]A teacher observed that during the
weeks when the children in her class used computer drills the boys made much higher scores on the spelling quizzes. The teacher wished to
investigate this observed relationship in a systematic way. Which of the following research hypotheses would be appropriate for this investigation?
a. Computer drills are superior in teaching boys to spell.
b. Use of computer drills results in higher spelling achievement for boys than the use of traditional materials.
c. There will be no significant difference in the spelling achievement of boys taught by computer drills and those taught by traditional materials.
d. Classroom teachers do not use appropriate materials in teaching boys to spell.
e. Boys have fewer opportunities to respond and to receive reinforcement in the traditional classroom, which affects their spelling
achievement.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 4[/color][/b][br][br]Children who receive immediate reinforcement will show greater gains in arithmetic
achievement than children who receive delayed reinforcement. This statement presents
a. a clearly stated testable hypothesis.
b. a broad and general hypothesis which should be broken down into at least two hypotheses.
c. a hypothesis which is not consistent with the previous knowledge.
d. the objective of a study on the effect of immediate vs. delayed reinforcement.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 5[/color][/b][br][br]There will be a positive
relationship between adolescents' attitudes toward school and their academic achievement. This hypothesis is a
a. testable hypothesis.
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b. directional research hypothesis.
c. nondirectional hypothesis.
d. a and b
e. b and c[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 6[/color][/b][br][br]The Cuisenaire method of teaching arithmetic will have an effect on arithmetic achievement
in the second grade. This statement is an example of a
a. null hypothesis.
c. vague and poorly stated hypothesis.
b. nondirectional research hypothesis.
d. hypothesis that lacks explanatory power.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 7[/color][/b][br][br]Refer to Exhibit 5-2. What is the dependent variable in the
above hypothesis?

R
U

a. Learning
b. Achievement
c. Attend public school programs
d. Special education programs
e. At-risk children[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 8[/color][/b][br][br]Refer to Exhibit 5-2. What is the independent variable in the above hypothesis?

YFO

a. Learning
b. Social competence
c. Institutional programs
d. Mentally disabled
e. Regular classroom placement[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 9[/color][/b][br][br]A hypothesis which is formulated following the observed relationship
between phenomena is classified as a/an

Question 63

LO

G

a. inductive hypothesis.
c. workable hypothesis.
b. deductive hypothesis.
d. alternative hypothesis.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1753641

IO

True or False: If you think your students gain confidence by answering the easiest items first, it's fine to order the items by increasing difficulty.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934719

Question 64

B

True or False: Computer adaptive tests are not effective in subjects such as math, where there is a clear sequence of increasingly difficult skills.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934728

Question 65
[size=11pt][font=arial][b]Course Title / Course Code:[/b][/font][/size] Psyc460
[size=11pt][font=arial][b]Textbook:[/b][/font][/size] foundations of sports and psychology
[size=11pt][font=arial][b]School:[/b][/font][/size] - - [size=11pt][font=arial][b]Price:[/b][/font][/size] Trade
[size=11pt][font=arial][b]Extra Information:[/b][/font][/size] Mnesthant@Gmail.com. need psyc460 quizzes
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=124217

Question 66
True or False: Validity is determined primarily by professional judgment.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934694

Question 67
For each statement below, indicate "More" or "Less" to show which word makes the statement correct based on the information provided in the
textbook.
It is more or less difficult to select a correct answer by guessing on multiple-choice items than on binary-choice items.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934745

Question 68
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True or False: Giving a grade by comparing achievement to other students is referred to as student-referenced.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934762

M

True or False: Differentiated instruction is organized yet flexible.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934707

Question 70

True or False: Many digital tools provide immediate feedback to students but most are expensive.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934710

Question 71

R
U

True or False: When writing multiple-choice items, teachers should use the same language or wording in textbooks or handouts as the correct
response.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934736

Question 72

YFO

True or False: Computer adaptive tests are not effective in subjects such as math, where there is a clear sequence of increasingly difficult skills.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934728

Question 73

True or False: Using standards-based comparisons when grading fosters a growth mindset rather than a fixed mindset.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934767

G

Question 74

Question 75

LO

True or False: Standards-based grades are referred to as "omnibus" grades because they provide a single indicator of student performance in each
academic area.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934772

IO

True or False: Constructed-response items are often the best kind of assessment for detecting errors.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934718

B

Question 76

True or False: One of the strengths of making norm-referenced comparisons is that it can result in more difficult assessments that challenge students.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934766

Question 77
True or False: Standards-based grading provides meaningful feedback to students and parents.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934769

Question 78
Aiden generally demonstrates positive personality traits. For example, he is agreeable, open, and conscientious. If his personality characteristics are
consistent with general patterns identified by research his parents are likely to be:
a. authoritarian.
b. authoritative.
c. permissive.
d. uninvolved.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 2[/color][/b][br][br]Which of the following best describes the relationship (or lack of relationship) between
personality and school achievement?
a. Conscientiousness is related to school achievement in students of all ages, but no other personality traits are linked to school achievement.
b. Emotional stabilitythe opposite of neuroticismis related to school achievement in students of all ages, but no other personality traits are linked to
school achievement.
c. Openness and conscientiousness are linked to school achievement in both younger students and in adolescents.
d. Personality and school achievement are not related to each other.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 3[/color][/b][br][br]Which of the following, which
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a. Early experiences, the media, and parents
b. Peers, experiences with the real world, and heredity
c. The media, parents, and nutrition
d. Temperament, parents, and peers[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 4[/color][/b][br][br]The relatively stable, inherited characteristics that influence the
way one responds to social and physical stimuli best defines:
a. social skills.
b. temperament.
c. development.
d. morality.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 5[/color][/b][br][br]Several factors contribute to language development, but one is essential for all forms of
language development. Identify this factor and explain why it is so important.

R
U

What will be an ideal response?[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 6[/color][/b][br][br]Which of the following is the term that best describes our attitudinal,
emotional, and behavioral responses to experiences in our environment?

YFO

a. Temperament
b. Self-regulation
c. Extraversion
d. Personality[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 7[/color][/b][br][br]Explain semantics and syntax, and explain how they relate to language development.
What will be an ideal response?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1757580

Question 79

LO

Question 80

G

True or False: According to the textbook, completion items are generally preferred over short-answer type items for assessing learning targets.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934749

IO

Client G is sitting in the lobby of the law firm of Gribbens & Blotts. She turns to the receptionist and says I'm going to court with Mr. Gribbens tomorrow.
Do you think these high heels are appropriate? The receptionist looks at G's shoes and replies I think they are perfectly fine. As the receptionist
committed UPL?

B

A) No, because G was not asking for, nor did the receptionist give, legal advice.
B) Yes, because she gave legal advice to Client G.
C) Yes, because she gave advice to Client G
D) No, because the receptionist is perfectly qualified to answer G's question.[br][br][hr][br][b]Q. #2[/b][br][br]Drake Paralegal's cell phone rang. When
he answered it, his best friend, who lives in another state, said: Drake I've just been stopped by the police What should I do? Drake responded: Keep
your mouth shut except to ask for a lawyer. Then the phone connection was lost. Which of the following is true?
A) Drake's response was not UPL because his friend did not specifically ask for legal advice.
B) Drake's response was not UPL because it was not legal advice, just common sense advice.
C) Drake's response was UPL because he assessed his friend's legal need, applied his knowledge of the law to it, and gave a response.
D) Drake's response was UPL because he gave advice in a criminal matter.[br][br][hr][br][b]Q. #3[/b][br][br]Horatio is attending a paralegal school and
has begun investigating the various national paralegal organizations. When he comes across the initials NFPA, he can't figure out what the letters
stand for. You, his very clever friend, can offer him assistance.
A) The National Federation of Paralegal Associations
B) The Nationwide Focus of Paralegal Alliances
C) The National Friendship of Paralegal Association
D) The Nationwide Federation of Paralegal Alliances[br][br][hr][br][b]Q. #4[/b][br][br]Sylvia has just graduated from law school and is completing her
application to become a member of her state bar association. She is concerned about a theft conviction from several years ago. She pled guilty and
got probation. She successfully completed the probation and it is all behind her. However, there is a question on the bar application about any prior
convictions and Sylvia is concerned that her past will keep her from the future she wants. Sylvia should:
A) omit the conviction and, if it comes up later, admit that it was omitted intentionally to show good moral character.
B) omit the conviction and use a false social security number so the conviction will not be discovered.
C) omit the conviction and, if it comes up later, just say that the omission was a simple error.
D) tell the truth on her application because lying or omitting will be seen as evidence of bad moral character.[br][br][hr][br][b]Q. #5[/b][br][br]Rosa is
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considering becoming a lawyer, but doesn't want to spend too much time in school. From the time she graduates from high school, how many years of
school should Rosa anticipate for becoming a lawyer?

M
S.
C
O

A) Rosa should expect to spend a total of 9 years in school: four in college and another 5 in law school.
B) She should expect to spend a total of 7 years in school: four in college and another 3 in law school.
C) Rosa should expect to spend a total of two years in school: two years of college is enough.
D) She should expect to spend a total of 4 years in school: a college degree is all that is required.[br][br][hr][br][b]Q. #6[/b][br][br]Paralegal Sofia is
moving to a state where paralegals are registered. She asks you what she can expect when she goes to get a new job there. You can tell her:

R
U

A) most registration statutes do not have a minimum requirement for education or training. The purpose of registration is just to allow the state to find
the registered person.
B) if she is going to work directly with members of the public in a registration state, she will have to register, tell the state authority (whichever one it
is) where she lives, works, and that she is financially responsible. She may have to post a bond.
C) if she is going to get a traditional job working for lawyers, registration is not an issue for her.
D) Registration statutes are designed to collect contact information about the registered people and most registration statutes do not include a
requirement of a minimum education, but lawyers do not typically require registration.[br][br][hr][br][b]Q. #7[/b][br][br]Alia has just completed her
paralegal education She wants to move to a state where paralegals are licensed. She is ready to take an exam to get licensed as a paralegal. You can
suggest that she move to:

YFO

A) New York or New Jersey. (They have reciprocal licensing programs.)
B) California
C) Delaware.
D) Mars. Perhaps there is paralegal licensing there. There are no states that license paralegals[br][br][hr][br][b]Q. #8[/b][br][br]There are many
different ways of regulating paralegals. All of the different types of regulation methods are designed assume that:

Question 81

LO

G

A) paralegals all have education in legal ethics.
B) paralegals must be regulated by some state agency.
C) paralegals and lawyers are bound by the same rules of ethics
D) paralegals will always work under the supervision of lawyers.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1677989

IO

True or False: Research has shown that using two distractors produces about the same results as three.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934738

Question 82

B

True or False: Educational goals cover in broad terms what will be emphasized typically over a year or more.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934677

Question 83
True or False: Reasoning can be measured by selected-response items.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934740

Question 84
True or False: It has been shown that giving feedback that is very general can have positive effects on student achievement.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934763

Question 85
True or False: Multiple-choice items do not provide an efficient method for direct assessment of many types of learning targets.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934732

Question 86
True or False: Quizzes should include many items.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934706

Question 87
True or False: Oral questioning is an efficient assessment of all students at the end of a unit.
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Question 88
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True or False: The Common Core State Standards are evidence-based.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934684

Question 89

The teacher has gotten out of the box of wild animals and has added the barnyard set and the dinosaurs. When she asks the children to put the items
together that belong together, she is basically asking the children to:

R
U

a. do something that is too difficult for most 4-year-olds to do.
b. rely primarily on their memories.
c. find all the ones that are identical.
d. determine the common property that defines the class.[br][br][b][color=gray]Question 2...[/color][/b][br][br]What is the single most effective practice
that prevents the spread of germs?

YFO

A) keeping children indoors when it is cold outside
B) proper hand washing by adults and children
C) washing a toy after a child has put it in his/her mouth
D) using bleach to clean the tables[br][br][b][color=gray]Question 3...[/color][/b][br][br]Piaget has stressed:

LO

G

a. that children's thought is different in quality from that of adults.
b. the value of actual manipulation of materials.
c. the value of using play to represent reality.
d. the dynamic interactive nature of mental development.
e. all the items listed above are correct.
f. a and c of the items listed above are correct.[br][br][b][color=gray]Question 4...[/color][/b][br][br]According to the textbook, what is another name,
besides teacher, sometimes used to describe those who work with infants and toddlers?

IO

A) babysitter
B) attendant
C) nurse
D) caregiver[br][br][b][color=gray]Question 5...[/color][/b][br][br]Piaget could be accurately described as a psychologist who:

B

a. has been primarily interested in developing mental tests for young children.
b. believes that the thought of children and adults is highly similar in nature.
c. is a strong advocate of stage theory in mental development.
d. has done really important work only in the past 15 years.[br][br][b][color=gray]Question 6...[/color][/b][br][br]Mrs. Cecil has her first parent-teacher
conference with Marianne's parents. She has a set of assessment papers to share with them. She shares Marianne's first letter in December to her
grandmother I L U (I love you) surrounded by illustrated purple and pink hearts. Next she shares paper written in March Bnns R m FT FD (Bananas
are my favorite food) and compares this with what she did in early October (she drew pictures; her name was the only writing). Mrs. Cecil was sharing
________ with Marianne's parents.
A. anecdotal records
B. event sampling
C. portfolio assessments
D. time sampling
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1746588

Question 90
True or False: Test company items are probably of higher quality than items prepared by textbook publishers.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934715

Question 91
According to the textbook, which of the following is not a reason for eliminating food in art projects?
a. Food is a precious commodity.
b. The use of certain foods may be offensive to some cultural groups. c. Food does not provide multisensory experiences.
d. Artwork containing food cannot be displayed.[br][br][b][color=deeppink]Question 2[/color][/b][br][br]The textbook recommends against using food in
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a. it may attract roaches or other unwanted pests to the classroom.
b. it does not provide the sensory experiences essential to early childhood art activities.
c. toddlers are just learning to distinguish between things that can be eaten and things that should not. d. it limits the creativity of young
children.[br][br][b][color=deeppink]Question 3[/color][/b][br][br]Children's development:
a. consists of physical, social-emotional, and aesthetic domains. b. consists of physical, cognitive, and psychosocial domains.
c. occurs regardless of the environment.
d. is influenced by family, community, and the environment.[br][br][b][color=deeppink]Question 4[/color][/b][br][br]Which of the following is not
important to creativity?

R
U

a. discovery
b. exploration
c. visual-spatial awareness
d. experimentation[br][br][b][color=deeppink]Question 5[/color][/b][br][br]Creativity begins during:

YFO

a. infancy.
b. the toddler years.
c. prenatal development. d. the preschool years.[br][br][b][color=deeppink]Question 6[/color][/b][br][br]Scaffolding is a teaching strategy in which:

G

a. the teacher pairs two children at the same level of mastery.
b. the child works with concrete materials to develop mastery of a particular task.
c. the teacher helps the child to the next step of mastery by making suggestions, encouraging observation, asking questions, etc.
d. the teacher uses cooperative grouping to meet the needs of children's varied developmental levels.[br][br][b][color=deeppink]Question
7[/color][/b][br][br]The upper limit of the zone of proximal development is tasks:

IO

Question 92

LO

a. the child can perform independently.
b. the child mastered at a previous stage of development.
c. that are within the child's reach with some assistance.
d. that require direct teaching for the child to master.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1761985

B

The first step is to determine how you feel about students, your role as a teacher, and the ultimate goals of your classroom management ideas. The
teacher is:
a. planning a list of questions to ask her or his assistant principal.
b. discussing Kounin's Instructional Management techniques.
c considering her or his classroom management philosophy.
d. confused about teaching and management responsibilities and will likely only teach one or two years.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques.
2[/color][/b][br][br]All of the following suggestions for helping bilingual students are feasible/desirable EXCEPT
a. providing pair and group work in the classroom.
b. allowing them to use their primary language with one another.
c. requiring them to participate at least once in each class discussion.
d. supporting dense text with less demanding supplementary materials.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 3[/color][/b][br][br]During silent reading, Leah
stops and stares out the window for a long time. According to the textbook, this is which level of misbehavior?
a. minor
b. disruptive
c. aggressive
d. serious[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 4[/color][/b][br][br]Many misbehaviors can be prevented when educators:
a. treat students fairly and equitably.
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b. build trust and responsibility.
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c. emphasize clear communication.

d. all of the above contribute to preventing misbehaviors.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 5[/color][/b][br][br]The question of what to do when students
disrupt the learning environment is

R
U

a. typically asked almost exclusively by teachers with fewer than 5 years of teaching experience.
b. arguably the question to which teachers most passionately desire a helpful answer.
c. one that is only answerable if the asker has earned a graduate degree in the field of education.
d. reflective of the one aspect of classroom management that does not take positive classroom relationships into account.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques.
6[/color][/b][br][br]Donald is a very talkative and social student. He seems to be able to make friends at the drop of a hat. In the past this has gotten
him in trouble, but this year is different; his teacher is a firm believer in respecting the different areas of intelligence proposed by Howard Gardner. This
teacher respects Donald's

YFO

a. interpersonal intelligence.
b. intrapersonal intelligence.
c. linguistic intelligence.
d. kinesthetic intelligence.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 7[/color][/b][br][br]Lynn calls out the answers all the time instead of raising her hand. According
to the textbook, this is which level of misbehavior?
a. minor
b. disruptive

G

c. aggressive

LO

d. serious[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 8[/color][/b][br][br]Teachers should communicate what types of information to parents?
a. Overall behavior goals for the classroom but not for the entire school.

IO

b. The times when a student misbehaves that the teacher will contact an administrator.
c. The consequences of misbehavior, only if the parent signs the consequence form.

B

d. Information on the use of corporal punishment.[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 9[/color][/b][br][br]________ expectations and practices that are
genuinely multicultural in both theory and practice reflect the values, attitudes, and beliefs of learners of culturally different backgrounds and do not
require learners to participate in actions that contradict their cultural beliefs.
Fill in the blank(s) with correct word
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1757957

Question 93
True or False: Binary-choice items are the primary type of item used in accountability and other standardized tests.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934733

Question 94
_____: The teacher is wise to announce and post the day's schedule in the classroom. Changes in the schedule should be announced in advance if
possible. The children should be reminded of future special events. It is equally important to post and review classroom rules.
Fill in the blank(s) with correct word[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 2[/color][/b][br][br]Which concept is referred to in this sentence, not only decreases
inappropriate behavior but also increases the efficiency of student transitions and conserves teacher resources (e.g., time)?
a. Visual schedules
b. Choice
c. Positive Reinforcement
d. Negative Reinforcement[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 3[/color][/b][br][br]According to the textbook, which of the following is not associated with task
completion?
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a. Engaging and stimulating material
b. Tasks aligned with the student's ability
c. Tasks that are extensive
d. Tasks that are appropriately paced[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 4[/color][/b][br][br]_____: Can be an offer to assist with a specific task or an
encouraging word from the teacher.
Fill in the blank(s) with correct word[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 5[/color][/b][br][br]What subtests/domains do most of the individually-administered,
general tests of intelligence include?
A. language and performance skills
B. language and visual reasoning skills
C. performance and visual reasoning skills[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 6[/color][/b][br][br]Which assessment approach did B. F. Skinner originally
develop?

YFO

R
U

A. direct observation of behavior
B. individual diagnosis and prescription
C. testing large groups
D. the developmental approach[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 7[/color][/b][br][br]_____ provides several flexible options for presenting, expressing, and
engaging in the learning activities.
Fill in the blank(s) with correct word[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 8[/color][/b][br][br]What is the age range measured by the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children, Fourth Edition?

G

A. birth to retirement
B. birth to 16
C. 6 to 16
D. 6 to retirement[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 9[/color][/b][br][br]_____ is a long talk easily implemented in the classroom.

LO

Fill in the blank(s) with correct word[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 10[/color][/b][br][br]Which of the following represents a set of values found in Native
American culture and titled the Circle of Courage?

IO

a. Belonging, mastery, independence, and generosity
b. Diligence, hard work, independence, and sobriety
c. Sincerity, innocence, courage, and independence
d. Strength, humility, kindness, and charity[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 11[/color][/b][br][br]What requires that teams consider not only the child's
needs, but the family's as well?

B

a. IFSP
b. IEP
c. IDEA
d. 504[br][br][b][color=black]Ques. 12[/color][/b][br][br]The textbook describes one what one way a teacher can improve their relationship with a
child's family?
a. Attend all IEP meetings
b. Get to know the family
c. Do research
d. Use evidence-based practices
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1754834

Question 95
True or False: The affective component of attitudes consists of the emotion or feeling associated with an object or a person while the cognitive
component is an evaluative belief.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934755

Question 96
True or False: Well-intentioned, excellent teachers do not differ in their professional judgments about student learning.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934696

Question 97
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True or False: Standards-based grading typically does not lead students to take ownership for their own performance.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934765

Question 98

M
S.
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O

True or False: One very important point about state standards is that they often express "maximum" levels of competency.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934678

Question 99

For each statement below, indicate "More" or "Less" to show which word makes the statement correct based on the information provided in the
textbook.
Binary-choice items are typically more or less reliable than multiple-choice items.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934743

True or False: Accountability testing is based on state standards.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934683

YFO

Question 101
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Question 100

B

IO

LO

G

True or False: Short-answer items can assess reasoning when students are required to use targeted thinking skills to answer the item.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=1934751
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